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Abstract
We are presenting a proof of concept for an action recognition system for an airport setting. Leveraging state
of the art deep learning networks, we apply them to our original dataset, created by Northeastern University’s
ALERT* - Awareness and Localization of Explosive Related Threats. The Project starts by using object detections
provided from other members of the ALERT research team and using pose estimating networks to determine when
individuals are interacting with bins that they are not associated with. When such an event occurs, the system alerts
security of a potential theft situation. In addition to detecting theft, we apply state of the art techniques to attempt
to capture interactions between passengers waiting in line.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The Research center on Northeastern University campus ALERT- or the Awareness and Localization of
Explosive Related Threats - has led a multi-university team in applying state of the art research techniques
in the field of Computer Vision to the domain of airport security. This paper is produced in part with
funds provided from ALERT, through a grant provided by the Department of Homeland Security. This
multi-university effort is referred to as CLASP - or the correlation of luggage and specific passengers.
This is a paper presenting a portion of the results from the second phase of CLASP. Northeastern University
is responsible for the following three contributions in this endeavour:
1) Human / bin associations working within dense crowds
2) General application of Activity Detection using Deep Learning
3) Activity Detection specifically for person-to-person interactions
The first phase of CLASP focused solely on associating luggage, bins, and people together for the purpose
of detecting theft. This work resulted in the publication of some of this work in the International Conference
on Distributed Smart Cameras, special session on Target Tracking and Person Re-Identification where the
team was awarded the prize for best paper submission. Algorithms were developed to process data filmed
at Northeastern’s Kostas Research Institute, where a synthetic airport security checkpoint system has been
created.
The lab has more than 20 cameras available to the research teams capturing almost every camera angle
imaginable in the checkpoint system. Figure 1 depicts this checkpoint system, as covered in a recent news
article written by the Wall St. Journal in 2018. In an effort to detect humans, their luggage, and their
respective associations, Northeastern and RPI jointly got results that warranted the continued funding from
* ALERT is funded in part through the Department of Homeland Security

Fig. 1. Image captured by the Wall Street Journal at a site visit to Kostas Research Institute

the Department of Homeland Security, and a continued partnership with ALERT. Below in figure 2 are
some of the quantitative results from the first phase of the project. Where PD stands for the probability of
detection of Passenger, bin, and luggage detection, and where PFA stands for probability of false alarm.
The remaining metrics represent the probability of a an ID switch occurring, or a case of mistaken identity
occurring.

Fig. 2. Results from the first pase of the CLASP project.

II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Airport Security
The application of computer vision techniques into airport security settings has been the subject of much
research performed by Northeastern, Marquette, and RPI in addition to working on the CLASP project. The
same team of researchers have attempted to solve the re-identification problem within an airport setting.
The ”Re-ID” problem of computer vision has proven lucrative to researchers responding to demands
from national security apparatuses to be better prepared in tracking and detecting threats in public areas.
This uptick in research is closely tied to terror incidents that have occurred from the London Subway
bombings of 2005, to the Boston Marathon bombings of 2013. In all of these terror related incidents, law
enforcement agencies have needed to leverage the public’s video evidence collected on the day of the
attacks to better understand the whereabouts of the suspects, and to better understand the methodology
of the attacker to better prepare for future incidents.
B. Object Detection
Object detection in the general sense has been a solved problem within computer vision. There are two
candidates worth pointing out in the field of object detection because of their staying power and adoption
in industry. Many improvements to the field are dependent on one of these two networks as a starting
point or backbone to future work. Of course I speak of the Faster-RCNN network, and the YOLO series

of networks. Faster-RCNN is based on a recurrent network structure and what it loses in speed, makes
up for in accuracy. Faster-RCNN has also contributed to the broader field of Computer Vision in the
development of using a Region Proposal Network at the start of it’s process to propose potential locations
for object detections. The Yolo series of networks on the other hand has been a favorite for industry due
to its real-time applications.

Fig. 3. Example of RPI’s bin detection methodology for CLASP phase 1. The left most image is the scene itself. The middle image is the
image with a static background subtracted from it, and then the resulting intensity is plotted in the right most image.

Despite the prevalence of these networks in industry and academia, there is still sometimes a need for
so-called ”shallow learning” techniques in applied object detection. In the case of Rich Radke’s group at
RPI, who is responsible for bin detections in the CLASP projects, uses a technique where they compare
the intensity of regions proposed along conveyor belt with the background. This works well because of
known experimental characteristics like the color of the conveyor belt and the color of bins in use. This
methodology is explored in figure 3.
Work being done on object detection has helped spawn new approaches in activity recognition, especially
in the case of 3D convolutional networks. These networks in particular are initialized with the weights of
a conventional two dimensional convolutions network meant for object detection and extrapolated from
2-dimensional convolutions into 3-dimensions. This has proven to be a robust starting point for training.
C. Action Recognition
There have been two major developments in the field of computer vision that have lead to these successes
in action recognition, and I refer to recurrent neural networks, and 3-dimensional convolutional networks
which I referred to earlier. Recurrent networks involve sharing input data in a recurrent fashion as a
sequence of data is processed. This allows a sharing of temporal characteristics that does not occur
when a frame from a video is processed once, and then forgotten by the network. This methodology
improved handwriting recognition models, as well as laid the ground work for activity recognition with
the implementation of networks like Long Short Term Memory networks in the 1990s.
3-dimensional convolutional networks have spawned recent state of the art networks such as the 3DConvNet and the I3D architectures which have been used in activity recognition tasks since their creation. In
fact, modern day state of the art networks for activity recognition at both the scene level and the individual
actor level have been built around I3D, such as as the STEP network which as the reader will come to
see, is the basis of of our work in this project.
An often over looked facet to this problem space is the amount of ”data streams” used to perform the
recognition task. A methodology pioneered by Karen Simonyan has brought us to Simonyan Architecture,
based on a neurological understanding of how humans detect and recognize actions. When a human brain

is studied as humans classify actions, the parts of the brain that are used are two fold and are related to
the two-streams hypothesis from neuro-science, ”according to which the human visual cortex contains two
pathways: the ventral stream (which performs object recognition) and the dorsal stream (which recognises
motion).” Most networks proposed in computer vision up until 2014 were single streams loosely based
around work done for object detection. In 2014 we see an explosion of work done on trying to capture
and represent motion. Motion has been best represented through optical flow, or through the change in
position of joint coordinates. However, even in the context of a joint detection, optical flow is used to
determine which joints are connected to specific human bodies within a scene.
Action recognition as a general problem is on the verge of being solved within the field of Computer
Vision. In fact, you could say that with the available datasets representing actions at a scene level, the
problem has been solved. Datasets like UCF101, HMDB, and Kinetics dataset have had deep networks
perform staggeringly well at detecting actions occurring across a scene. Determining actions that occur
at a finer scale has more work to go before researchers consider it a solved problem.
III. P ROBLEM D IFFICULTIES
A. Action Tubes v. Region Proposal Network
Action tubes in the field of computer vision generally refer to the x,y,z tensor comprised of the spatial
representation of a subject performing an action over time. This 3-dimnesional tensor is the input to
a 3DConvNet-like network. In practice, and especially in real-time systems though, the action tube
has a more specific connotation. In this context the x,y,z tensor (and specifically the x, and y spatial
representations) are not dictated by any 3-dimensional tensor, like one proposed through time by a region
proposal network, but more specifically, the x,y spatial representation dictated by an object detector
searching an individual frame for humans. This has an implied tracking task, because all of the detections
through the scene, need to be strung together to form a single x,y,z tensor that forms the input to a
3-dimensional convolutional network. This methodology allows action tubes to be assembled without the
usage of a region proposal network. And in real-time systems, not needing to rely on a region proposal
network has immense time savings. Additionally, action tubes assembled from static regions proposed by
a network, don’t adjust well to actions that have large displacements since the region does not change
over time.
It is from this understanding of action tubes, and our practical realization that someday our methodology
would need to consider a real-time implementation to serve in an airport setting, we tried to follow the
guidelines presented in this paper laying our a simple yet effective real-time action recognition network.
Our goal was to implement this network, and then train it on a person-to-person action set like AVA in
preparation for its usage on the data gathered at the Kostas Research Institute. In general, as laid out in
the paper, human detection would need to be performed, and specifically our methodology explored both
the usage of OpenPose, as well as a newer pose estimation network known as AlphaPose for bounding
box (and thus action tube) construction. From the detected joints, bounding boxes were constructed that
would contain the entirety of the joints.
For reasons elaborated on in section 3.B, 3.D and 4.B, our original I3D implementation would not converge
on our validation data when training on the AVA dataset so we had to abandon a large amount of our
project in favor of ”getting something out the door” that met a majority of the project goals. We ended
up finding the STEP network which has only been released this semester, and we had only found in the
last two weeks. The STEP network relies on a region proposal mechanism similar to the Region Proposal
Network. It is in this context, we moved forward with our preliminary results we’re presenting at this
time.

B. Working with the AVA dataset
The Atomic Visual Action (AVA) dataset has proven to be a transformational dataset in the field of
computer vision. It’s one of the first datasets to offer a large set of examples for actions that could
be considered as ’person-to-person’ interactions and comes from a variety of sources, including older
films, youtube videos, and television episodes. The nature of this data introduces a wide variety of noise,
including but not limited to, camera movement, scene changes and transitions, as well as quality differences
in the data itself. Papers and networks proposing solutions to the problem of person-to-person action
recognition will undoubtedly require the usage of newer datasets like the AVA dataset.
Before we had abandoned our own implementation of I3D in favor of an off the shelf product from
NVidia labs (which comes fully furnished with a saved model pretrained on the AVA dataset) we were
experiencing significant troubles in applying our methodology outlined in the above mentioned paper, to
our prepossessing steps for the AVA dataset. One of the benefits to using a region proposal methodology
is that you assume the action will occur in one of the proposed boxes and that action will be detected by
the network that studies each proposed region. However, when trying to assemble action tubes as outlined
in section 3.A the presence of scene changes, and camera movements as outline above, introduce a large
amount of noise into the tube. In addition to this noise, the preprocessing itself becomes untenable, when
you consider a tracking problem embedded within this scenario where action tubes require being stitched
together with often times missing data due to said noise and interruptions found within the hypothetical
action tube.
C. Working with the CLASP dataset
As referred to earlier, in the field of computer vision action recognition for actions comprising multiple
people is still an unsolved problem. And technically, we need to apply any solution to our new dataset
which represents a feature space transformation when one considers the spatial transformation of a scene
caused by a security camera being mounted overhead, as opposed to a camera working at a horizontal
orientation to the actions being filmed. This in and of itself is not a game stopper. Assuming one can get
an action recognition network to converge during training and generalize, a process known as fine tuning,
or feature extraction can occur which teaches the network this transformation in spatial relationships to
the actions being studied. If enough data can be assembled from this camera point of view, then feature
extraction or finetuning may be unecessary and instead, a network can train directly on action sequences
found within the dataset. However, in the case of the CLASP dataset this is not the case. In the CLASP
dataset for the two most prevalent actions we wished to detect, ”picking up,” and ”putting down” there
only exist less than 200 actions for each of the two examples, and even less for actions like ”push,” ”sit,”
and ”stand.” Of actions that can be counted as ”person-to-person” interactions, the valid amount of data
is still less than a 100 samples each for giving and taking luggage to/from another passenger.
An informal experiment was conducted to determine the necessity of fine tuning with these new camera
angles that the security camera point of view introduces to our network trained on AVA and predominantly
horizontally facing actions. From three different camera angles - top down, horizontal, and cameras above
head but pointed downward at a 45 degree angle - the same action of bowing under the security rope
guides one finds throughout airport settings. The Results are shown below.
D. Working with I3D
I3D was published with the understanding that the Simonyan Architecture could enhance the results in
its activity recognition tasks. This required pairing our implementation with FlowNet2 in order to extract
optical flow features from our data. We choose optical flow for the eventual real-time considerations we
would have to make in an airport setting. However good 2-streams are, we were hoping to use a potential

Fig. 4. An example of an actor bowing under a security belt filmed from a top down POV.NOTE: Top-down did not detect any actions.

Fig. 5. An example of an actor bowing under a security belt filmed from a 45 degree POV.

Fig. 6. An example of an actor bowing under a security belt filmed from a horizontal POV.

Fig. 7. A graph showing the newtwork’s confidence in their predictions for each POV. NOTE: Top-down did not detect any actions.

third stream that captured joint information in what is referred to as an Encoded Human Pose image.
The detected x,y coordinates of the individual joints in each frame of the action tube are normalized and
encoded into the red and green channels respectively of an RGB image.

Fig. 8. This explanatory image taken from the paper itself describes how to create encoded human pose images (EHPI).

IV. P ROBLEM S UCCESSES
A. Correlating Luggage and Specific Passengers Improved
Previously object detection was done by each school for CLASP1, and then northeastern was solely
responsible for using AlphaPose to determine the coordinates of hands in order to make an association
between the bin and human detections. Currently, the research teams are working as a team, and RPI is
solely responsible for detecting bins, and Marquette is solely responsible for detecting humans. Northeastern still uses AlphaPose to determine hand coordinates to make a final association between the detected
items.
B. The STEP Network
When dealing with the action detection in video, Yang’s team work came up with a novel learning
framework for video action detection [1]. Their framework involves a multi-step optimization process that
progressively refines the initial proposals towards the final solution. There are two body parts to make this
happen. One is spatial refinement. It starts with a small number of coarse-scale proposals and updates
them iteratively for better action regions recognition and localization. When multiple steps are carried out
in a sequential order, the outputs of one step are used as the proposals for next step. The fact that the

regression outputs can better follow actors and adapt to action tubes than the input proposals motivates
the spatial refinement part. The other part is temporal extension. It focuses on improving classification
accuracy by incorporating longer-range temporal information. The way progressively processing longer
sequences at each step and adaptively extending proposals to follow action movement, in other words, the
displacement and the change of the proposal scale, can naturally handle the spatial displacement problem
and therefore provide more effective spatio-temporal modeling. By using only a handful of proposals, the
STEP can achieve a superior performance. As they say, this is the first end-to-end progressive optimization
framework for video action detection.
1) Framework Overview: In order to detect the actions in a clip It with K frames, according to the
hyper parameter, the maximum progressive steps Smax , the work first extracts the convolutional features
for a set of clips I ={It−Smax +1 , ..., It , ..., It+Smax −1 } using a backbone network, I3D [2]. The progressive
0
K×4
learning starts with M pre-defined proposal cuboids B 0 = {b0i }M
, which are sparsely
i=1 and bi ∈R
sampled from a coarse-scale grid of boxes and replicated across time to form the initial proposals. These
initial proposals are then progressively updated to better classify and localize the actions. At each step
s, the team always do three processes in order: Extend, Refine, Update. At the Update process, each
process is replaced by the regression output with the highest classification score:
.
bsi =lsi (c∗ ), c∗ =argmaxpsi (c),
c

where c is an action class, psi ∈R(C+1) is the probability distribution of the ith proposal over C action
classes plus background, lis ∈RK×4×C denotes its parameterized coordinates at each frame for each class,
.
and = means decoding the parameterized coordinates.
2) Spatial Refinement: At each step s, the spatial refinement solves a multi-task learning problem that
involves action classification and localization regression. A two-branch architecture learns separate features
for the two tasks. Different objectives and types of information can be obtained from those two tasks.
Because localization regression needs more precise spatial cues at frame level and action classification
depends on on context features in both space and time. Given the frame-level convolutional features and
the proposal tubes for the current step, the regional features are firstly extracted through an ROI pooling
[3]. Then take the regional features to the global branch for spatio-temporal modeling and produce the
global feature. Each global feature encodes the context information of a whole tube, further used to predict
the classification output, and is concatenated with the corresponding regional features at each frame to
form the local feature, used to generate the class-specific regression output. The training loss is

Ls =

X
i∈{P s ,N s }

Lcls (psi , ui ) + λ

X

Lloc (lis (ui ), vi )

i∈P a

where ui and vi are the ground truth class label and localization target for the ith sample, and λ is the
weight to control the importance of the two loss terms.
3) Temporal Extension: From the second step, it extends the tubelet proposals to the two adjacent clips
at a time. In other words, at each step 1≤s≤Smax, the proposals B s with length K s are extended to
length K s + 2K, where ◦ denotes concatenation. Additionally, the temporal extension is adaptive to action
movement by taking advantage of the regressed tubes from the previous step.
By formulating location anticipation as a residual learning problem [4], [5] based on the assumption that
the tubelets of two adjacent clips differ from each other by a small residual. Let x indicate the features

forwarded to the output layer f of the location regressor Ls = f (x) at step s. So the anticipated locations
can be obtained as:
Ls−1 = Ls + f−1 (x), Ls+1 = Ls + f+1 (x)
where f−1 and f+1 are the anticipation regressors, which are lightweight and introduce negligible coms
putational overhead. Ls−1 and Ls+1 are then decoded to the proposals B−1
and Ls+1 . The loss function of
location anticipation is defined in a similar way and combined with Lcls and Lloc with a coefficient γ to
form the overall loss.
C. Fine Tuning on CLASP dataset
We do not believe that we have enough data from the CLASP project to achieve our goals. When the
STEP network is tested on a variety of actions with examples taken from a horizontal camera angle (as
seen in section 3.D) the network produces pleasing qualitative results. As discussed in the section 3.D
fine tuning to adjust for the camera angle is paramount. And unfortunately for the actions we were tasked
with detecting their is not enough data.
Action

Num Samples

push
give
take
pick up
put down

90
150
150
300
300

V. R ESULTS
A. Associations
Figure 9 shows how the three schools come together and visualize their detections and respective associations made by northeastern. Our only goal with the associations work was to show that our heuristic
for detecting thefts and associations between passengers and luggage could occur in crowds that are more
realistically dense. The first phase of CLASP had experiments with lightly packed crowds, and usually
only 5 or 6 participants at a maximum.
B. Action Recognition (AR)
Section 3.D shows an example of the step network working for horizontal camera experiments. In general
we can come close to replicating the .202 mAP score results of the STEP paper published earlier this
year.
Test Iter

mAP

iter 1
iter 2
iter 3

0.15
0.19
0.20

C. AR for Person-to-Person Interactions
As discussed in section 4.C we are lacking data to properly judge the STEP network’s performance on
the CLASP data. This is an ongoing effort, and as a research team we have decided to mix data from
AVA into our dataset to help fill it out, but as of the time we are writing this report, the results from that
experiment are not complete. We would perhaps be seeing better results on the two actions that have 300
actions, picking up and putting down, but we were not explicitly tasked at using deep learning to detect

Fig. 9. This is how our schools visualize our joint detection and association work.

those actions. We just wanted to be able to compare our heuristic developed in the first phase of CLASP
to a potential deep learning solution.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This is an ongoing research project, and if newer results come before the start of our winter break we
will update the class on our findings. We are disappointed that we were not able to organize getting more
data from ALERT for the CLASP project, and were caught off guard in how diffuicult it was to work
with AVA dataset. AVA being new, and person-to-person action recognition being an only semi-solved
problem not many people have released code to github, or published comprohensive guides on how to
replicate the work.
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